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WHO IS RONIN GRAIN MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS?

Ronin personnel and vehicles at the Johannesburg of  ce.

Ronin GMS is a dynamic company that 
develops and or supplies technology based 
solutions to the Southern African grain 
producing, handling and processing indus-
try in order to either mitigate risk, reduce 
cost or enhance productivity, thus securing 
and increasing customer pro  tability. 

Ronin GMS is able to do so by effectively combing 
knowledge of Production, handling and 
processing with proven Grain Science and 
application of robust technology. 

Furthermore by deploying a dynamic marketing 
team as well as a strong support and 
administration infrastructure we are able to 
maintain our proud tradition of professionalism.

THE FACTS:

Ronin GMS was established in 2002 and is a 
proprietary limited company. 

Ronin GMS consists out of 3 subsidiary companies 
which are Ronin Precision Farming Systems, Ronin 
Independent Surveyors and Ronin Argentina. 

Currently Ronin GMS is a level 3 BEE (QSE) 
contributor and has 28 members of staff.

Ronin GMS Represents 10 international 
instrumentation manufacturers and maintains 
approximately 1100 instruments on an annual basis. 

The company has 2 of  ces in Johannesburg and 
one Richards Bay and Buenos Aires (Argentina). 

Ronin GMS also maintains sales & services in 
Zambia, Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique, Kenya 
and Nigeria. It is also represented in Denmark, 
Brazil and Hong Kong. 

Our facilities include a wet & dry laboratory, 
Software & Hardware development of  ce and a 
instrument repair workshop. 

RONIN REPORT
Ronin GMS has attended and exhibited at two 
major events to date; the CST SA Symposium 
2010 and GOSA 2010. Both events proved to be a 
resounding success.

CST-SA – ICC International Grains Symposium
(3-5 February 2010)

The symposium was held at the University of 
Pretoria’s Sanlam Conference Centre, and was 
attended by Ferdie Meyer, Steven Dalzell, Leo 
Odendaal, Munro v.d. Westhuizen and Edward 
Herridge from Ronin GMS. Two overseas visitors; 
Ms. Bronwyn Elliott (Perten) and Mr. Hans Bruins 
(Bruins) also attended as guests of Ronin and 
ambassadors for their brands. Ms. Bronwyn Elliott 
was also one of the speakers at the symposium. Her 
presentation was titled “How the RVA can contribute 
to understanding extruded foods and feeds.” 

The two and a half day International Grains 
Symposium was organised by Cereal Science and 
Technology-SA (CST-SA) under the auspices of 
the International Association for Cereal Science 
and Technology (ICC). This symposium aimed to 
provide a holistic view of the grains industry and 
examined the contributions that all partners have 
made towards grain quality and safety throughout 
the supply chain from ‘farm to fork’’.
 
The programme featured a wide range of topics such 
as breeding, processing, legislation, nutrition, 
quality and safety of grains. The aim had been to 
bring together grain producers, seed breeders, grain 
scientists and technologists millers, bakers, cereal 
and grain food processors and suppliers from around 
the world to discuss all aspects of quality and safety 
of grain crops and food made from them, with 

speci  c reference to the needs of Southern Africa.

GOSA 2010 (2-4 March 2010)

This year the annual GOSA event was held at the 
Wilderness Protea Resort hotel and was attended 
by Matt Brownson, Ferdie Meyer, Munro v.d West-
huizen and Edward Herridge. Mr. Lars Jensen from 
Cimbria accompanied the Ronin delegates as a guest.

GOSA is invaluable as an platform for Ronin to 
connect to its core market and maintain the long 
standing and personal relationships that the company 
had fostered with its client base. As a gesture of 
hospitality Ronin hosted a cocktail evening on the 
evening of 2 March. Around a  hundred delegates 
from various different companies attended the Ronin 
GMS cocktail evening and shared a relaxed evening 
with us.

Ronin is serious about the constantly evolving grain 
industry in South Africa and will continue to attend 
and contribute to such worthy events in the future. 
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Ronin GMS is the appointed distributors for the following brands in South Africa:



ART INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

In the past 8 years the ART Inventory 
Management System was developed in 
conjunction with our valued clients’ 
needs to be more successful grain 
handling companies.

 By being closely involved with the South 
African grain handling industry, the system 
was developed from an alarm system in the 
early years to the intricate inventory informa-
tion platform of today. ART is now catering 
for more bin con  gurations, shapes and sizes. 
The laser measuring devices are available as 
static, single axis or three dimensional 
scanning systems. ART is locally installed in 

BOTTOM LINE

• Head offi ce awareness 

• Real time stock information

• Daily stock reconciliation

• Easy accessible database

• Illegal movement of 
 stock alarms 

1850 silo bins at 84 grain handling and 
milling facilities. 

Ronin Argentina was registered in 2009 
with sales and marketing activities being 
conducted since 2007. Ronin Argentina now 
have a commercial structure with ongoing 
marketing and sales activities in this very 
important grain growing country. Ronin GMS 
is also making the ART system available to 
the world through well known manufacturing 
companies like Cimbria, Denmark. 
Cimbria have of  ces in many countries 
and maintain a huge representation 
platform globally.

ART

THREE
EASY 
STEPS

1MEASURE

1-2-3
2TRANSMIT

3REPORT

BALANCING YOUR BULK BRILLIANTLY

ELIMINATE UNNECESSARY MOVEMENT OF GRAIN

CIMBRIA UNITEST 3000W® MONITORS:
• GRAIN TEMPERATURE • STORAGE CONDITION STATISTICS

GIVING YOU:
• IN BIN AWARENESS  • REDUCED INSURANCE  • LESS BREAKAGES  • LESS MAINTENANCE



It’s cheaper
to be right.

THE FINE ART OF INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

ART is a revolutionary independent stock 
management system developed to incorporate 
all grading criteria and daily transactional 
information from clients into a complete solution. 

ART software functions as the front  end to an 
in-bin laser architecture which provide continued 
measurements on stock levels inside the grain 
storage bins or bunkers. 

All movements within storage bins are recorded on a 
single bin history page and compared daily with the 
matching transactions for the relative bin.

Contact Ronin Grain Management Solutions for a 
consultation today. Save time and money. Trust us, 
it’s cheaper to be right.
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